We present a technique to perform occlusion culling for hierarchical terrains at run-time. The algorithm is simple to implement and requires minimal pre-processing and additional storage, yet leads to 2-4 times improvement in framerate for views with high degrees of occlusion. Our method is based on the well-known occlusion horizon algorithm. We show how to adapt the algorithm for use with hierarchical terrains. The occlusion horizon is constructed as the terrain is traversed in an approximate front to back ordering. Regions of the terrain are compared to the horizon to determine when they are completely occluded from the viewpoint. Culling these regions leads to significant savings in rendering.
INTRODUCTION
Real-time navigation of detailed terrain models is important for many applications. Since the early days of computer graphics, the military has used flight simulators to train pilots. Flight simulators for commercial airliners soon followed. Simulator technology inevitably made its way into video games. Today real-time terrain navigation is routinely used in other applications such as visualizing a proposed road construction project or data captured by a satellite. The quality of these applications often depends on the size and detail of the terrain models.
The sheer size of terrain models presents several problems. Large models require a lot of memory. Models covering only a few square miles can consist of millions of polygons. Texture-maps for terrain models usually have a high resolution in order to provide sufficient detail at close proximity, which makes them very large. Often only part of the model can fit in memory at any time. Rendering large terrain models at real-time framerates can be challenging. While rendering hardware has made great advances in recent years, even the best hardware can render only a few million polygons per second. Memory bandwidth limitations restrict the amount of texture that can be rendered to a few hundred megabytes per second. These limitations are not a problem when the viewer is close to the ground looking down because large portions of the model fall outside the view frustum and may be culled away. However, when the viewer is looking at the model from high altitude or is looking out horizontally at ground level, arbitrarily large portions of the model may be visible. Since it is currently not possible to render millions of polygons with many megabytes or even gigabytes of texture at high frame rates, rendering large terrain models in realtime requires specialized algorithms.
One solution is to render the terrain using an adaptive level of detail (LOD). Features in the distance do not need to be rendered with the same fidelity as those that are close to the viewer. A smaller, coarser representation may be used for distant features without any noticeable degradation of image quality. Hierarchical terrain representations such a quadtrees are especially well-suited for adaptive LOD and have been used extensively in computer graphics and GIS systems. Quadtrees facilitate choosing a representation with an appropriate resolution for different parts of the model. Adaptive LOD can drop the number of polygons in a given frame from millions down to tens of thousands. Adaptive LOD yields similar exponential reductions in the amount of texture required for a given frame. This is because fewer, lower resolution texture maps can be used to cover large portions of the model.
While adaptive LOD dramatically reduces the polygon count for both high altitude views and horizontal views close to the ground, the polygon counts for horizontal views remain considerably higher than those for other views. This is a characteristic of terrain models. When viewed from above, all of the geometric detail becomes compressed in the viewing direction, so a coarser LOD may be used. Horizontal views require a finer resolution to capture the details of the terrain profiles which leads to a higher polygon count. This is unfortunate because these views tend to be very common in 3D terrain visualization applications. However, the rough features of a terrain that require an increased polygon count also afford an opportunity for optimization, since they often occlude large portions of the terrain model. Occluded regions need not be drawn because they make no contribution to the final image. Figure 1 shows the reduction in rendered geometry due to occlusion culling.
While some work has been done to perform occlusion culling for terrains, most algorithms pre-compute visibility and require significant pre-processing and storage. We present an algorithm to compute occlusions in terrains on-the-fly. It is based on a wellknown technique. With a heightfield, anything below the horizon line is guaranteed to be occluded. By tracking the horizon line of the heightfield as it is rendered in front-to-back order, self-occlusions within the heightfield may be detected. The horizon effectively fuses the occlusion of many individual parts of the terrain. Terrain elements which fall completely below the horizon are culled. The rest of the terrain elements are rendered and are used to update the visiblity horizon as it sweeps through the scene. The contribution of this paper is the application of the occlusion horizon to hierarchical terrains. The algorithm requires minimal preprocessing and additional memory and is simple to implement.
After briefly discussing work related to this paper in Section 2, we give an overview of the terrain rendering algorithm we use in Section 3. Section 4 explains the details of the occlusion culling algorithm. In Section 5 we show the performance enhancements we obtained in rendering a large terrain model containing over 100 million triangles. Finally we make some concluding comments and discuss directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
A vast amount of research has been conducted in the area of visibility and occlusion culling. A recent paper by Cohen-Or et al. provides an excellent survey of visibility techniques [6] . Visibility algorithms can determine visibility either in a precomputation step or on-the-fly. Precomputed visibility algorithms pre-process a scene to determine which objects are visible from points or regions in space. At run time, only the objects in the pre-calculated set of visible objects for the current viewpoint are drawn. This can result in enormous savings when the size of the set of visible objects is small compared to the number of objects in the scene. The major drawbacks of pre-processing algorithms are that they are limited to static scenes, they can require a lot of storage space to store the visibility information, and the pre-processing step can be very time consuming. These algorithms have been successfully applied to indoor scenes because these environments are static and the potentially visible sets are usually small [1, 22] . Cell-based precomputed visibility algorithms have been applied to outdoor scenes [7, 23] . Schaufler et al. [20] present a general algorithm based on voxelization of occluders which can also be applied to terrains. Stewart [21] pre-computes visibility for hierarchical terrains. A representation of the visibility horizon is created for each vertex of the terrain in a pre-processing step. This information is used at run-time to determine whether a particular vertex is occluded from the current viewpoint.
Another class of occlusion algorithms calculates occlusions on-the-fly. Green et al. [13] and Zhang et al. [24] use hierarchical data structures to calculate occlusions on the pixel level. Bartz et al. [2] use hierarchical spatial subdivision and OpenGL features to detect occlusions, thus taking advantage of graphics hardware. Unfortunately, this approach is limited by expensive framebuffer reads. Hey et al. [14] use a low-resolution grid in combination with an occlusion buffer or z-buffer that is updated in a lazy manner in order to reduce the cost of expensive pixel-level queries. Coorg and Teller [9] classify large occluding polygons and use the support planes of these polygons to determine occlusion of other objects in the scene. Bitner et al. [3] propose a similar algorithm that uses a BSP data structure to merge occluders. Both of these methods require large polygons to be used as occluders. Since terrains typically consist of many small polygons, neither of the algorithms are suitable for terrain rendering.
Occlusion horizons can be used to render 2D-functions and heightfields. Downs et al. [12] show how to use an occlusion horizon for urban environments. Our algorithm also uses an occlusion horizon and thus is similar in many ways to theirs. However, we use an occluder representation that is better suited for large terrains. Our horizon representation is also simpler.
Terrain rendering is another area of research that has received much attention. Hierarchical terrain models may be built on top of a uniform rectangular grid in the form of a quadtree or a restricted quadtree, also called a bintree. These representations have the advantage of compact storage since connectivity and vertex positions are implicit in the regular grid. Quadtrees [5, 16, 19] and bintrees [11, 17] have been used to generate terrain models with an adaptive level of detail. Hierarchical terrains may also be built upon irregular triangle meshes. Since more freedom can be used in selecting the location of vertices, it is often possible to represent a terrain with fewer triangles with these methods than with those based on regular grids. Examples of these types of terrains include Delaunay triangulations [10, 18] and view dependent progressive meshes [15] . Terrains can also be rendered efficiently using voxels [8] .
TERRAIN RENDERING ALGORITHM
Our terrain visualization application is used to interactively view very large models stored on a central server. Texture and geometry data is transferred on demand to the client program over a network using the caching scheme described in [4] . For best performance it is important to minimize the amount of data sent over the network. On-the-fly occlusion culling is more appropriate for this type of application than precomputed visibility because no visibility information needs to be transferred to the client.
We render the terrain using a variation of quadtrees described by Cline and Egbert [5] , primarily because it works well with the caching algorithm we are using. Other hierarchical terrain algo-rithms could also have been used. One advantage of their method is that it eliminates the noticeable "pop" that occurs when the LOD for part of the terrain suddenly changes. Using a technique called quadtree morphing, or q-morphing, they perform a smooth morph between adjacent levels of detail. The morph is position-based and is therefore almost always unnoticeable because the morphing occurs when the viewer is in motion.
The algorithm uses a quadtree with small, regular grids at the nodes called gridlets. Gridlets have fixed spatial extents but may vary in resolution. To select which gridlets to draw for any particular view, the quadtree is traversed from the top down. Each gridlet is first checked against the view frustum for visibility. Gridlets lying completely outside the view frustum may be discarded along with all of their children. If the projected screen radius of a gridlet falls below a user specified threshold it is added to the drawing list. Otherwise the traversal continues with its children. Once a gridlet is placed in the drawing list, a screen-space error metric and the local surface roughness are used to compute an LOD parameter describing how finely the gridlet should be decimated in order to satisfy user specified error bounds. The LOD parameters for both the current gridlet and its parent are combined in such a way that the parameter varies smoothly as position changes. The integer part of the parameter is used to pick a subdivision level. The fractional part is used to morph from one subdivision level to the next. Interested readers are referred to [5] for the details of how the LOD parameter is computed.
The horizon occlusion culling algorithm is not restricted to this particular implementation of hierarchical terrains. Any algorithm that can bound the child geometry of a node in the hierarchy may be used.
HORIZON OCCLUSION CULLING
Horizon occlusion culling is incorporated in the visibility test of the rendering algorithm. After a gridlet passes the view frustum culling test, it is tested against the current visibility horizon. The horizon tracks the highest points in the screen space projection of the terrain rendered thus far. If the projection of the gridlet falls below the horizon, it is guaranteed to be hidden and can be culled along with all of its children. This can result in significant computational savings, especially when gridlets high in the quadtree can be culled. If any part of the gridlet lies above the horizon, the horizon is updated with the gridlet's occlusion profile and the gridlet is added to the drawing list. Generating the list of visible gridlets before rendering allows us to reorder the list in order to avoid texture memory thrashing by drawing gridlets with the same texture at the same time.
Algorithms based on the occlusion horizon consist of three major components:
1. A front-to-back ordering of the elements of the scene. 2. A representation of scene elements to be used for calculating occlusions. The elements themselves may be used, but they are often simplified for efficiency. 3. A representation for the visibility horizon. We will now discuss in detail how each of these components are implemented in our algorithm.
Approximate Front-to-Back Traversal
The horizon occlusion algorithm requires that objects be rendered in front-to-back order. Due to the ordering imposed on the gridlets by the quadtree structure of the terrain, an approximate front-toback ordering can be obtained simply by traversing the nodes in the correct order. We observe that a strictly front-to-back ordering is not necessary to obtain correct results. A correct traversal of the gridlet children need only ensure that each child is rendered before any of its siblings that it may occlude. As shown in Figure 2 , the correct order depends on the slope of the line through the gridlet center, which in turn depends on which side of the vanishing point the gridlet center lies. For horizontal projections of axis-aligned terrain gridlets, the traversal ordering depends only on the quadrant of the gridlet center, relative to the viewpoint. The traversal orderings can be stored in a simple look-up-table for each quadrant.
Occluders for Terrain Elements
The visibility test is performed many times per frame and must be efficient. For this reason, the visibility tests are performed with simple approximations for the objects in the scene called occludees and occluders. The occludee is a conservative over-estimation of the extents of an object used for the visibility test. A conservative test may classify an occluded object as visible, which results in more processing time, but does not affect the final image. The occludee is conservative because whenever it falls completely below the horizon, so does the object, although there may be instances when part of the occludee lies above the horizon but the object itself does not. The occluder is a conservative under-estimate of the occlusion profile of the object, which is used to update the horizon.
A simple, compact occluder representation can be used for terrains. We use single line segments that approximate the edges of the gridlet. Each line segment requires only two height values and can be shared between adjacent gridlets. Only the top two or three of these segments have to be tested per gridlet, depending on how the gridlet is oriented relative to the viewer.
To produce occluder edges, we fit a line through the edge points of a gridlet using least-squared error. This line is shifted down so that all edge points lie above it to ensure that the occluder edge is conservative. We use the edge points at the finest decimation level for the gridlet to guarantee that the occluder edge valid for all levels of detail. Using just the corners of the gridlets would produce an occluding edge that would work fine for the lowest LOD but morphing to a higher resolution may cause the edge to dip below the occluder line which would break the requirement that the occluder be conservative. A slightly better line may be obtained by using only those edge points that lie on the lower convex hull of the edge since these are the points that limit the position of the line.
Occluder edges do have some limitations. Occluder edges are unable to account for occlusion caused by raised portions in the center of the gridlet. There are also cases such as the one shown in Figure 3 for which this method produces a particularly poor approximation because a single line segment is used to represent a curved edge. To determine the performance of the approximation we compared the number of gridlet occlusions generated by using actual gridlet edges to the number of occlusions using occluder edges. We found that for paths through mountain canyons, where occlusion culling is most useful, the exact gridlet edges produced only 6% more occlusions on average than occluder edges. Overall, occluder edges work surprisingly well. The approximation seems to be a good trade off between accuracy, speed, and storage.
We use the axis-aligned bounding box of a gridlet for its occludee. Only the top-most edges of the bounding box need to be compared to the horizon. We tried using tighter bounding boxes created in a manner similar to that used for the occluder edges. We calculated the least-squared error plane for the gridlet vertices and shifted it up and down to form the top and bottom faces of a bounding prism for the gridlet. We found that the tighter bounding volumes made almost no difference in reducing the number of gridlets culled by the horizon visibility test. Occluders and the occludee for a gridlet are shown in Figure 4 .
Other hierarchical terrain algorithms can use similar occluders and occludees. For example, the ROAM algorithm [11] is a hierarchical terrain that uses triangle bintrees. Triangles are split and merged to produce the final mesh. Each triangle is bounded by a pie-shaped "wedgie." This can be used as the occludee. Occluder edges can be constructed for each triangle in a manner similar to that used for gridlets.
Horizon Representation
To track the occlusion horizon, we discretize it into an series of vertical columns at the same resolution as the image. We store the height of each column in an array. It is important that the resolution of the discretized horizon be at least that of the image in order to avoid discretization errors. A horizon update is performed by scanconverting the projected occluder edges into the array, recording the height of the edge at each column whenever it is greater than the column's current height. The horizon visibility test scan converts occludee edges returning visible if the edge is higher than the horizon at any point.
Arbitrary Views
Downs et al. [12] perform all horizon visibility calculations using a horizontal projection. We use this idea to simplify the algorithm. This makes it easier to test objects against the horizon because it ensures that vertical edges in world space project to vertical edges in screen space, and thus do not need to be tested against the visibility horizon. Arbitrary views are handled by increasing the field of view of a horizontal projection to include the intersection of the original view frustum with the vertical image plane of the horizontal projection. Though the projection produces a warped image it does not change the occlusions, which depend only on view position. As shown in Figure 5 , the field of view of the horizontal projection is only increased up to a useful limit. Parts of the scene that lie outside of the limit are rendered without horizon culling. Since the view is nearly straight down on these parts of the terrain, few occlusions occur anyway.
Comparison
Since both our algorithm and that of Downs et al. [12] are based on the idea of the occlusion horizon the main components have many similarities. The major differences are in the details and are due to the fact that their algorithm was designed specifically to handle 
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Occluders urban environments while our algorithm is better suited for hierarchical terrains.
For front-to-back ordering, Downs et al. used an event queue representing the position of a plane which is swept away from the viewpoint through the scene. An event queue is necessary because buildings are located at arbitrary positions and lack the natural ordering of hierarchical terrains.
For occluders, Downs et al. used a collection of convex vertical prisms (CVPs) defined by a convex polygonal cross-section and a height value. CVPs approximate an object's inner volume. Buildings can often be represented with a small set of CVPs. Terrain elements, however, require larger sets of CVPs to represent their occlusion profiles, due to their arbitrarily oriented, sloping features. The larger number of CVPs necessary for terrain elements requires more time to process, narrowing the margin between the time to detect occluded elements and the time saved by culling them. In addition, for large terrain models, CVPs can require large amounts of memory. Occluder edges are a better representation for terrain elements because they require less memory and processing time.
Downs et al. used a hierarchy of horizontal segments arranged in a binary tree to represent the visibility horizon. This data structure can result in faster queries and updates to the visibility horizon. Unfortunately, it does not allow for arbitrarily oriented edges. Thus the occlusion profile approximated by a CVP must be further approximated by the largest rectangle that can fit inside the projected CVP. The top edge of this rectangle is used to update the horizon. Likewise, the occludee is the smallest rectangle that surrounds the projected bounding box of an object. The ability to use arbitrarily oriented edges results in larger occluders and tighter occludees. This is perhaps more important for terrains where sloped mountain tops are responsible for most of the occlusion. In our experiments, using the more accurate occlusion profiles consisting of arbitrarily oriented edges resulted in 15% more culled gridlets. Though scan converting edges is potentially slower than the tree structure, for our application it is actually faster to use the discretized horizon because fewer gridlets are drawn. With a slower processor or a faster graphics card, it may be faster to use the horizontal segment tree. The best horizon representation to use for any particular application depends on the relative speed of the processor and the graphics hardware and is probably best determined by experimentation. The main advantage of the discretized horizon is that it is extremely simple to implement and yields good results.
RESULTS
We have implemented the horizon occlusion culling algorithm in our terrain visualization program. Our terrain model is a 100 x 50 mile area surrounding Salt Lake City, Utah. It was created from DEMs and DOQs obtained from the USGS. The model contains over 100 million triangles and is texture mapped with imagery at one meter per pixel resolution totalling 8GB in size.
To measure the performance enhancements obtained using horizon occlusion culling, we created a predefined course through the model. This course is shown in Figure 7 . Figure 6 shows the timing results we obtained by running our program on a PC with a 2.5GHz Pentium 4 processor and a GeForce 4 graphics card. We also ran the program on an SGI 320 with dual 500 MHz Pentium II processors and a PC with a 1 GHz Athlon processor and a GeForce 3 graphics card. The framerate graphs for each of these platforms were virtually identical varying only in scale due to the relative speed of the hardware. Thus we have included only the graph of the machine with the most up-to-date hardware. We measured typical improvements of twice the framerate for most views on the course with as much as a four times improvement for highly occluded views. Figure 9 shows a breakdown of the amount of time used to calculate which polygons to draw in a frame and the time it took to render them. The calculation time includes the time to perform the horizon occlusion culling algorithm. The algorithm consistently occupied about 40% of the total calculation time for each frame. Even though a large portion of the calculation time is spent in occlusion culling, the overall calculation time using the algorithm is less than without it. This is because much less geometry needs to be processed. The dramatic reduction in polygon count is shown in Figure 8 . Without horizon occlusion culling 2-4 times as many polygons are drawn, none of which make any contribution to the final image.
We chose the course shown Figure 7 because it contains a wide range of view configurations. In part A, the course begins on a flat valley floor with mountains in the distance. The framerates are nearly the same with and without culling because there are few occlusions. Figure 9 shows that with occlusion culling turned on it actually takes more time to calculate which polygons to draw than to render them, due to the extra overhead of the algorithm which is producing little savings. At the end of A, the view approaches a canyon. The framerate steadily increases as the approaching mountains occlude more and more of the model. Part B flies through the canyon for some time. Here the results show that occlusion culling makes a dramatic difference because of the strong occlusion by the canyon walls. At the end of B, the view enters an open area and the framerate drops again. In the middle of part C, the view ascends up a slope which hides almost everything else, producing a rise in framerate. In part D, the view ascends the slope of a high mountain. The framerate rises both with and without culling because many gridlets are culled by the view frustum. Finally, the view ends up on the top of a mountain overlooking the terrain. Here as in part A and the end of part B, few gridlets are completely occluded so occlusion culling yields lesser improvements.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a technique for calculating occlusions on-the-fly for hierarchical terrains using a visibility horizon. The algorithm is easy to implement and requires very little additional storage or precomputation. We obtained improvements in framerate by factors of 2-4 in view configurations such as mountain canyons where most of the terrain is occluded by mountains on either side.
Our model contains both urban and mountainous areas. In order to be able to render models of cities, we would like to extend the algorithm to handle urban environments. Such an extension should be fairly easy. The gridlet quadtree could be augmented to store building location information. Then the algorithm would proceed as in Downs et al. [12] using a plane sweep to process the buildings lying on each gridlet in the proper order. We would also like to explore better occluder representations for gridlets. 
